
FCS TRAVEL GRANT POLICY

PURPOSE
The Travel Grant provides partial financial support for RFA members to present at academic conferences.
It is expected that faculty members have accessed their Professional Development (PD) fund and other
funding sources, such as external grants, to contribute to their travel expenditures.

Recipients of a Travel Grant cannot transfer the award to other project accounts. For example,
funds from a Travel grant cannot be transferred to a faculty member's PD Fund, or an OVPRI cost
centre.

MAXIMUM REQUEST: $1,000 for conferences held in Canada
$1,500 for conferences outside Canada.

ELIGIBILITY
● The Travel Grant is for tenure and tenure-track faculty members for whom research related

activities are part of their contractual obligations.
● All grants are conditional on continued employment at Ryerson.

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
● Applicants must complete all sections of the online form. Incomplete proposals will not

be reviewed.
● Applicants are required to submit a recent CV. The Canadian Common CV (CCV) is

required for applicants who have held an academic position in FCS where research
related activities are part of their contractual obligations for more than 12 months.

● Applicants must provide a detailed budget description and justification.
● Faculty who have received previous Travel Grant funding are required to include the title of

the previous grant and upload related peer-reviewed dissemination products and statements.

ELIGIBLE EXPENSES
● Accommodation: Reimbursement for hotels and other lodging will be limited to

reasonable amounts in the particular circumstances and should not exceed the single
occupancy rate. Faculty should give due consideration to location and economy prior to
making arrangements for accommodations. Receipts are required.

● Air Travel: Travel should be via the most direct route, but indirect routing can be approved
by the appropriate signing authority if the cost does not exceed that of the direct route. If
travel fare can be attained at substantially lower than University sources, through advance
purchase or minor changes to travel arrangements, (e.g. extra night’s accommodation),
the traveler is encouraged to consider that alternative.

● Per Diem allowance: RFA members are eligible for a $50/day travel per diem within North
America. For travel outside Canada and the United States, the rate is $75/day.

● Foreign Currency Conversion: Actual rates of conversion will be used if documented with a
copy of the bank slip or credit card statement. If that information is not available,
conversion will be calculated based on OANDA’s conversion rate for the period of travel.

● Auto allowance: When using a personal vehicle, the auto allowance will be computed at
$0.50 per km.


